Appendix D
ANTITRUST DEPARTMENT

What a disgrace. To permit further media concentration by an industry pariah. I'll never forget
Brian Robert's father (Ralph Roberts) sitting behind him at a hearing before a Congressional Committee, as if this
were a small Father and Son operation representing the American Dream in a festival of generosity to the American
PEOPLE, rather than showing it for what it is, a cannibalistic, predatory mega-oligopolistic American Nightmare.
This merger is anathema to competition and the spirit of Antitrust, Justice, the Protection of the American
People from concentration in industries where there are few competitors, high barriers to entry, anticompetitive
behaviour by the would-be acquisitionor, predatory behaviour, and all of the earmarks for the disapproval of a
merger.
You caved.
You are fodder for the lobbyists.
You completely gave away the store, burned down the barn, and salted the earth that is the landscape of the American Media System.
Shame.
In my ultimate disgust and revulsion you have capitulated to Corporacracy.
Already they (COMCAST) have trotted out 2 new cable channels to broadcast reruns, [which they are running on another channel]
MONETISE their new channels by running commercials on the reruns, have failed to fix their ISP so that they can handle Expose' and Spaces
on Safari. Their abuse, exploitation, anticompetitive behaviour, and predation will undoubtedly continue unabated, thanks to a Government
which is apparently of the PERSONS, by the PERSONS and FOR THE PERSONS.
Too bad PEOPLE couldn't flood you with Lobbyists the way COMCAST obviously did, or maybe you would have followed the Law and repudiated the merger. Oh Well, another victory for EVIL.
I hate to engage in hyperbole, and ad hominem, but in this case, I'm afraid the comments are warranted,

YOU ARE A DISGRACE TO THE SPECIES,
SINCERELY Chris Muse, ESQ